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Our Mission
T o p ro vi d e a n o b j e c t i ve vo i c e a nd i mm e d i a t e
f e e d b ac k w h e n c o m p a ni e s b e c o m e p o l i t i c a lly a c t i ve .

What is Corporate Political Activism?
“ A p ub l i c p o s i t i o n t a k e n b y a n o rg a ni z a ti o n, o r i t s
e x e c u t i ves , o n a d i vi s i ve p o l i t i c a l i s s ue , e l e c t i o n, o r
l e g i s l a ti o n.”

How it Works

The Panel
Expert panelists are from 39 universities in 8 countries. They represent both liberal and conservative political leanings,
and specialize in diverse topics such as corporate reputation, social impact, communications, politics, and economics.
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Latest Study - Uber
(November 1, 2016)
Uber made its first ever endorsement of a political candidate this
week. Uber began a campaign of mailers and emails to help re-elect a
state official, Republican Derek Armstrong, to the State Assembly of
Nevada (USA).
Uber's mailer reads in part, “Assemblyman Armstrong knows that
Uber partners actually help make our streets safer. He supports you,
which is why we are proud to support him. Let’s keep hard-working,
honest, and innovative legislators in office by Ubering to the polls and
casting your vote to re-elect Assemblyman Derek Armstrong.”
Armstrong has been attacked by the Nevada State Democratic Party
for his position on Uber related legislation. The ads claim that
Armstrong did not support criminal background checks for Uber
drivers, which “put[s] women and children in danger.”
Uber and Lyft use commercial background checks, which rely on
criminal database searches, but oppose FBI background checks, which
rely on fingerprints and take longer to process. Taxis must use the FBI
check, but the Nevada legislation exempted Uber and Lyft.
Uber entered the Nevada market last year.
Additional background: http://bit.ly/2fAsyR4

Overall, what grade do you give
Apple for this political stand?

Poll Items
1. Overall, what grade do you give [company]
for this political stand?
(Scale: A, B, C, D, F)

2. Evaluate the political stand on each
dimension:
a) Leadership

the political stand is proactive, setting a
standard for peer companies to follow

b) Consistency

the political stand is consistent with the
central and enduring values of the company

c) Transparency

the company is forthcoming in describing the
motivations behind the political stand

d) Materiality

the political issue is substantively relevant
when key stakeholders are deciding whether
or how to interact with the company

(Each dimension rated on 1-5 scale, Extremely Inaccurate-Extremely Accurate)

3. If you have additional comments,
write them here. (Responses are anonymous
unless you choose to sign your name)

_______________________________________
_______________________________________

Topline Results

C
The panel gives the company an overall grade of C for
the way they are handling the political issue.
Grades varied somewhat by the political leaning of the
panelist. Grades were highest (C+) for professors who
self-reported as middle of the road, while they fell in the
“D” range for those who reported being either left or
right leaning.
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n = 17; grades based on mean response using standard GPA scale (A=4.0, B=3.0, etc.).

Topline Results

Performance on Key Indicators

The panel rates this as materially relevant for
stakeholders. It also awards elevated marks for the
consistency of the policy with its core values.
However, the panel finds fault with Uber’s transparency
and gives low scores for leadership on the issue.
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Topline Results
A dominant theme from this poll is that Uber has
probably overstepped a boundary.
The professors on the panel found Uber’s actions to be
somewhat self-serving. Stakeholders often support
companies that join the political discourse to affirm their
values, but this political activity appears to be purely selfserving and arouses suspicion.
Some panelists were also concerned about the precedent
that this might set.

"Uber's political activism in this case is clearly self-serving. Thus,
consumer responses will likely depend on what they think Uber's
"self" is … Those who see Uber as an underdog may view the
political activism as a necessary part of "fighting the
establishment." Others may see Uber as another "tech" company
that is getting huge and thus may view the political activism as
growth-focused opportunism.“
“It's cynical. Self interest dressed up as positive politics.”
“Firms hire lobbyists to fight for their interests, but outright
support for a candidate who supports them in return so publicly
seems unsavory. Is this the face of modern politics?”
Selected Open Ended Responses
“Uber is hiding its self-interests in supporting this candidate. The
safety issue is actually the opposite and could come back to haunt
the company if it becomes widely known. “
“It's odd that Uber is making a stance so late in the election cycle
in only one state and for just one race. Doesn't pass the smell
test!”

About Our Sponsor

About Our Content Partner

Drexel LeBow’s Institute for Strategic Leadership
advances an evidence-based perspective to
leadership. The Institute believes that clear,
verifiable support will help leaders diagnose
preconceived ideas and assumptions that may not be
accurate, and replace them with practices that have
been proven to be effective. It generates evidence –
based knowledge through research grants,
curriculum development, and corporate outreach.

The AMA is trusted by nearly 1 million marketing
and sales professionals a year worldwide. It has
more than 70 professional chapters and over 350
collegiate chapters throughout North America and
select international locations. The American
Marketing Association (AMA) is the largest
marketing association in the world. AMA serves
organizations and individuals who practice, teach
and study marketing across the globe. It serves as a
forum for connecting like ‐ minded individuals to
foster knowledge sharing and relationship building;
to be a trusted resource for marketing information,
tools, education and training; and to advance
marketing practice and thought leadership.
Visit www.ama.org or follow @AMA_Marketing.

Visit the Institute.
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